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ABSTRACT

Determining the total amount of water contained in an icing cloud necessitates the measurement of both the liquid droplets and ice particles. One commonly accepted method for measuring cloud water content utilizes a hot wire sensing element, which is maintained at a constant temperature. In this approach, the cloud water content is equated with the power required to keep the sense element at a constant temperature. This method inherently assumes that impinging cloud particles remain on the sensing element surface long enough to be evaporated.

In the case of ice particles, this assumption requires that the particles do not bounce off the surface after impact. Recent tests aimed at characterizing ice particle impact on a thermally heated wing section, have raised questions about the validity of this assumption. Ice particles were observed to bounce off the heated wing section a very high percentage of the time. This result could have implications for Total Water Content sensors which are designed to capture ice particles, and thus do not account for bouncing or breakup of ice particles.

Based on these results, a test was conducted to investigate ice particle impact on the sensing elements of the following hot-wire cloud water content probes: (1) Nevzorov Total Water Content (TWC)/Liquid Water Content (LWC) probe, (2) Science Engineering Associates TWC probe, and (3) Particle Measuring Systems King probe. Close-up video imaging was used to study ice particle impact on the sensing element of each probe. The measured water content from each probe was also determined for each cloud condition.

This paper will present results from this investigation and attempt to evaluate the significance of ice particle impact on hot-wire cloud water content measurements.

NOMENCLATURE

FAA Federal Aviation Administration
IWC ice water content (g/m³)
LWC liquid water content (g/m³)
TWC total water content (LWC + IWC)
MVD median volumetric diameter (µm)
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration

INTRODUCTION

The motivation for conducting this experimental investigation began as a result of NASA’s participation in a test to evaluate the effect of mixed phase icing conditions on thermal ice protection system power requirements. This test was sponsored by the FAA, and was a collaborative activity between Cox & Company, NASA Glenn Research Center, and Wichita State University. Two objectives for this test were: (1) to determine how thermal power requirements for mixed phase conditions would compare with those for liquid only conditions, and (2) to investigate the degree to which ice particles “stick” or “bounce” upon impacting a surface. This test was conducted in the Cox & Company LeClerc Icing Research Laboratory wind tunnel.1
A test article consisting of a 2-D wing section with an electro-thermal ice protection system was tested under a variety of mixed phase conditions. NASA Glenn provided high-speed close-up imaging systems for this test. The visual information obtained from the imaging systems was intended to complement thermal measurements from the test article.

During the mixed phase icing test, ice particles and fragments (resulting from impact) were observed to “bounce” off the test article surface. Figure 2 shows high definition camera imagery of a large ice particle impact on an unheated surface, along with many other smaller ice particle impacts.

Bouncing of ice particles (or fragments) was observed for every simulated mixed phase icing condition, regardless of whether the surface was heated or unheated, dry or wet. The frequency with which “bounding” was observed, caused us to speculate that ice particles might also be “bounding” upon impact with hot-wire Total Water Content (TWC) sensors. Since TWC probes have been assumed to capture and evaporate all impinging particles (whether ice or super-cooled liquid), we then wondered how “bounding” of ice particles might affect “indicated” ice water content (IWC) measurements. If the ice particles (or their fragments) were not remaining on the sensor surface, it would be reasonable to assume that the indicated IWC might be lower than the actual IWC.

To investigate this further, a test was conducted in the LeClerc Icing Research Laboratory wind tunnel in June 2003. Hotwire LWC and TWC probes were subjected to a range of icing conditions having both liquid and ice particles. The measurements from these instruments were then inter-compared with each other. As with the previous mixed phase test, high-speed close-up imaging was used to study the impact of ice particles on the hotwire sensing elements of several probes. The test objectives were as follows:

- Determine if ice particles “bounce-off” sensing elements of hot-wire probes
- If bouncing occurs, attempt to quantify the effect of bouncing on measured liquid water content
- Inter-compare the response of hot-wire probes subjected to mixed phase icing conditions in a controlled environment

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Test section #1 of the Cox & Company wind tunnel was used for this investigation. The test section dimensions were 28 inches (0.71 m) wide by 46 inches high (1.17 m).

A special floor plate and mounting stand assembly was fabricated to allow the sampling area of each probe sensor to be physically mounted at the same location in 3-D space. The floor plate was drilled with holes to facilitate mounting of custom hot-wire and particle sizing probe support stands. These custom fabricated stands, compensated for the unique geometry of each probe, and placed them at the desired position (vertical center of the tunnel, and within 1.5 inches (3 cm) off the horizontal center of the tunnel). This was done to minimize water content measurement errors due to position.

A Nevzorov water content probe was mounted from the test section ceiling, to provide a “reference” water content measurement. This measurement was intended to provide an estimate of the variability in icing tunnel conditions during a run and also from run to run. It was labeled the “reference” Nevzorov probe, and it was located 5.5 inches (13.8 cm) directly above the device under test. This vertical offset distance represented a compromise between trying to get the “reference” and “test” probes as close as possible, yet still maintain enough separation from the probe “test” position. This
offset distance had to account for not only the vertical height of the water content probes which were tested there, but also the FSSP and OAP 2Dgrey probes which were used to characterize the particle size distributions of the icing cloud.

The vertical and horizontal dimensions of the “test” position and “reference” Nevzorov position within the tunnel cross-section are illustrated in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows a Nevzorov probe mounted in the “test” position, and illustrates the 5.5 inch vertical offset between the center of each TWC sensor

Water Content Probes Tested
Several different hotwire water content probes were evaluated for their response to ice particles during this test: (1) Nevzorov TWC/LWC probe, (2) Science Engineering Associates TWC probe, and (3) King LWC probe.

The Nevzorov probe (Figure 5) has both a TWC sensor and an LWC sensor integrated into one vane. This feature enables it not only to measure the Total Water Content (Liquid + Ice), but to provide an estimate of Ice Water Content (IWC) in mixed phase conditions. Though water content measurements were recorded from both sensors, the imaging equipment was focused only on the conical TWC sensing element.

Another TWC probe, developed by Science Engineering Associates (SEA), was evaluated for its response to ice particles. Normally this probe has an annular shroud surrounding the half-cylindrical shaped sensing element. However, the shroud was removed to facilitate lighting and viewing of the sense element for this test. Figure 6a shows the SEA TWC probe with the shroud, while Figure 6b shows just the sensing element with the shroud removed.

A King LWC probe (Figure 7) was also evaluated for its response to ice particles. The imaging equipment was focused on the sensing wire, which extended between the two horizontal support arms. The King probe was included in this test because it has been used extensively as a reliable liquid water content measurement device over the years, resulting in a large database to characterize its performance. Therefore, it was thought that King probe results from this test might be compared with this body of existing data.
6a. SEA total water content probe.

6b. SEA TWC probe (shroud removed).

Figure 6. Science Engineering Assoc. TWC probe.

Figure 8. High-Definition (HD) camera system.

Figure 9. Phantom v5 high frame rate camera.

Figure 7. King LWC probe.

The HD video camera was intended to provide a real-time high resolution record of each test run. The high-frame rate camera was intended to capture ice particle impact at high speed, to facilitate later playback at reduced speeds.

Imaging and lighting of the instruments under test were accomplished using the side windows of test section #1. The HD camera, and the high frame rate camera were placed on the inner side of the tunnel loop, along with some small HMI lights. A larger HMI light was positioned in the opposite side window to provide back illumination of the test article for the high frame rate camera. Figure 10 shows a top view of the setup.

Imaging System
The imaging systems utilized in this test were selected based on their previous usage in the Mixed Phase icing test. A High Definition (HD) video camera (Figure 8), and a Phantom v5 high frame rate camera (Figure 9) were used to visually study the impact of ice particles on the sensing element of the hot-wire cloud water content probes.
Table I. Range of test conditions used to evaluate hot-wire probe response to ice particles (note: supercooled water spray had approximately 30µm MVD).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition/Setting</th>
<th>LWC, (g/m$^3$)</th>
<th>IWC level</th>
<th>Ttot, (°C)</th>
<th>V, (mps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>spray 1</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>–12.2</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spray 2</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>–12.2</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spray 3</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>–12.2</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shaver 1 (161)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>very low</td>
<td>–12.2</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shaver 2 (/81)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>–12.2</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shaver 3 (/41)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>med</td>
<td>–12.2</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shaver 4 (/31)</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>–12.2</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mixed</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>med</td>
<td>–12.2</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Test Process
To evaluate the effect of ice particles on hot-wire probe measurements, the test article was subjected to a range of conditions including super-cooled water (100% liquid), a mixture of ice particles and liquid, and all ice particles (100% ice). Water content measurements and close-up video of the probe sensing elements were acquired for each of these test conditions which are listed in Table I.

The super-cooled water conditions were included to allow comparison of hot-wire water content measurements with icing blade measurements. This provided a “baseline” measurement of probe performance relative to a reference measurement. Unfortunately, no such reference was available for the ice phase conditions.

Four “all ice” conditions were generated using the Cox & Company’s ice shaver system. The relative IWC levels are shown in Table I. These relative levels were established based on Cox & Company’s previous experience with the ice shaver. Measured values of IWC will be presented for these conditions later in this report. There was also one mixed phase test condition comprised of super-cooled spray, and ice shaver particles. However, only the results for the all liquid and all ice conditions will be discussed in this report. Analysis of mixed-phase results had not been completed at the time this report was being written.

IMAGING RESULTS

Ice particles were observed to impact the hot-wire sensing element of the probes. In some cases the ice particles shattered into multiple smaller fragments, some of which rebounded off the sensor surface into the air-stream and were swept away. In other cases, the ice particle impact was observed to splash liquid off the sensing element and into the air-stream where it was swept away. Typical high-frame rate camera imagery of ice particle impacts are shown in Figures 11 and 12 for the SEA TWC sensor, and the King probe sense wire, respectively.

One of the goals of this experimental effort was to estimate to what degree the “bouncing” of ice particles might affect water content measurements. A very simple approach was tried using high-frame rate camera imagery, whereby over a certain time period, the incoming particles and rebounding particles would be counted. After trying to implement this approach on several time periods of imagery, it became clear that this approach was impractical. Thus, we were not able to estimate the “degree of bouncing” and correlate it with a specific sensor, using visual imaging data. We plan to investigate other potential methods to estimate the “degree of bouncing” for use with the currently acquired data, and possibly for future tests.
One unexpected result was a phenomena we called “pooling”. It was first noticed occurring on the Nevzorov TWC sensor, and post-test review of high frame rate camera imagery suggests it may also be occurring on the SEA TWC sensor (to some degree). This phenomenon was manifest as a buildup of what appeared to be a slushy “pooled” mass of partially melted ice particles, as shown in Figure 13.

This mass appeared to grow in size, and at some point was eventually ejected from the sensing cone element, whereupon the cycle would start again.

Figure 14 shows a sequence of images from the high frame rate camera where material appears to be forced out of the Nevzorov TWC cone. The icing condition for this set of images was “ice shaver 3”. There appears to be an initial impact of a relatively large ice particle followed, by the expulsion of material (probably water and ice). Unfortunately we did not have all our cameras “time-code synchronized” to precisely correlate this imagery with the HD video, but we believe the image sequence in Figure 14 to be representative of the ejection portion of the “pooling” phenomenon.

Review of HD video imagery seems to suggest that “pooling” may be related to the IWC level. It was observed at ice shaver levels 3 and 4, but not at ice shaver level 1 (based on the limited number of runs we conducted). Examination of video just prior to the start of “pooling”, reveals water rivulets on the surface of the sensing cone wires. The water appears to run radially out of the cone, probably in a symmetrical fashion. Then at some time after this, the slushy ice mass begins to build, starting at the center of the cone, then expanding outward. Sometime after this, it appeared to be expelled from the cone by aerodynamic forces.
We attempted to vary the sensor wire operating temperature to see if it had an effect on “pooling”. Test runs were conducted with the wire operating temperature set at 70, 90, and 120 °C. “Pooling” was observed for each operating temperature, thus it appeared that the operating temperature did not affect “pooling” as significantly as IWC level.

However, HD video imagery of the TWC cone did reveal some differences between the different operating temperature cases. Contrary to what we expected, the 120 °C case actually seemed to increase the frequency at which the “pooling” occurred, rather than eliminate it. At the 70 °C temperature, there appeared to be more water on the surface of the cone, than at the other operating temperatures. Since the above operating temperature test runs were conducted at the highest IWC (shaver 4 condition), it is possible that the higher IWC level may have masked details related to operating temperature variations. Thus, we believe additional testing is required at lower IWC levels to accurately characterize the effect of operating temperature on the occurrence of “pooling”.

**WATER CONTENT MEASUREMENT RESULTS**

Water content measurements were obtained in conjunction with the close-up imaging data described in the previous section. This section will present some of the more significant results. At time of this writing, the mixed phase test results had not been analyzed, thus only results from all liquid or all ice test conditions will be discussed.

**Icing Blade Calibration**

It was recognized that a comparison with a reference measurement (such as the icing blade) was needed to characterize the hot-wire probes response under known conditions. Therefore, icing blade measurements were obtained for each of the three super-cooled liquid spray conditions. The icing blade measurements were obtained at a total temperature of 0 °F (−17.8 °C), to ensure that the rime ice was accreted on the Cox & Company icing blade (shown in Figure 15).

The icing blade was positioned at the vertical centerline of the tunnel, and the leading edge of the blade was about 18 inches (0.46 m) behind the test location.

Icing blade measurements were obtained using two methods. The first method was the traditional method where the thickness of ice on the blade was measured and used to compute LWC. The second method involved measuring the mass of ice accreted on the blade over a span of about an inch (2.5 cm), and then determining the LWC. Both methods yielded similar results, which are shown in Table II for the three super-cooled spray conditions. The MVD determined from the FSSP and OAP-2D grey probe measurements is also included for each spray condition.

An FSSP and an OAP-2D grey probe were used to characterize the droplet size distribution of the super-cooled sprays. A drop size spectrum is shown in Figure 16 for spray 1 condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>LWC thickness method (g/m³)</th>
<th>LWC mass method (g/m³)</th>
<th>MVD (µm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spray 1</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spray 2</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spray 3</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table II. Icing blade LWC.**

![Figure 15. Icing blade installed in test section #1.](image)

![Figure 16. Drop size spectra for super-cooled spray 1 condition.](image)
The shape of the distribution is considered representative of the other two super-cooled liquid spray conditions. For illustration purposes, the 2Dgrey data are shown overlapped with the FSSP data in Figure 16, but the combined spectra were formed by using all the FSSP bins (squares) and dropping the first 6 bins of the 2Dgrey probe (circles). The usual activity corrections were applied to the FSSP bin data. The normalized cumulative LWC is shown in Figure 17 for the spray 1 condition. The MVD determined from the combined spectra for the three super-cooled spray conditions are listed in Table II.

**Icing Condition Variability**

When we were planning this test, we felt it was important to have an independent measurement that could provide us with an estimate of variability in the icing tunnel conditions. This was based on our previous experience in the mixed phase icing tests in 2002, where we observed the ice shaver conditions to have more variability than the super-cooled liquid spray conditions. Thus if we were attempting to identify significant changes in sensor output as a function of different ice shaver conditions, we would need to account for the variability inherent in each condition.

Our plan to address this issue resulted in the decision to install a second Nevzorov sensor as close as practical to the “test” location. This second Nevzorov probe we labeled the “reference” sensor, because it was used as an independent method to estimate the uncertainty inherent in icing conditions at the “test” position. It was located in close proximity (5.5 inches) directly above the “test” position, thus it was reasonable to assume that it was exposed to icing conditions which were representative of the “test” position. Since the reference sensor remained in the tunnel for the duration of the test, it was possible to acquire multiple runs for each icing condition with which to estimate icing condition variability.

The variability in super-cooled liquid conditions is shown as measured by the “reference” Nevzorov LWC sensor in Figure 18. The variability is shown by the error bars, which reflect one standard deviation about the mean value (marker). It can be seen that the variability was somewhat greater for the highest LWC condition.

The variability in ice shaver conditions as measured by the “reference” Nevzorov TWC sensor is shown in Figure 19. A comparison between Figures 18 and 19, reveals that the ice shaver conditions exhibited more variability than the super-cooled liquid spray conditions, as expected. For some reason, shaver condition 3 exhibited more variability than the other shaver conditions.
Liquid Water Content Measurements

Hot-wire probe measurements in super-cooled liquid spray conditions are shown plotted versus the icing blade in Figure 20. Generally speaking, the hot-wire probes as a group tended to indicate a lower LWC than the icing blade.

A line denoting sensor output 15% below the icing blade is shown in Figure 20 to illustrate that (except for the King probe) the hot-wire probes were within 15% of the icing blade LWC values. This was considered acceptable based on the fact that practical estimates of hot-wire probe accuracy tend to be on the order of 15%. Also, tests with the King probe and Nevzorov probes in other icing tunnels showed a similar trend. This result gave us confidence that the probes were functioning properly, and provided a baseline response in known conditions.

We were surprised by the King probes relatively low indicated LWC values. Early in the test, we noted that the sense wire had become contaminated with some kind of film. We were unable to remove the film during the test. Though we can’t say for certain, we thought this film might provide a possible explanation for the King’s lower indicated LWC.

Ice Water Content Measurements

Ice water content measurements were also obtained in simulated glaciated icing conditions. The Cox & Company ice shaver was used to generate ice particles for the four glaciated or “all ice” conditions used in this test. Figure 21 shows some typical ice particle images obtained with an OAP-2D grey probe. The particles tended to have irregular shapes and range in size from 15 to 400 µm, with the majority of the particles between 100 and 250 µm. A histogram of ice particle size obtained using the 2D grey probe is shown in Figure 22. We felt that the data in Figure 22 provide a good first order estimate of the size distribution of ice particles used in this experimental investigation. Further analysis will be done with the 2D grey data and FSSP data to get a complete ice particle spectra at a later date.

IWC measurements were obtained from the hot-wire probes for each of the four ice shaver test conditions. The ice shaver was operated continuously for 2 to 4 minutes during a typical test run. Hot-wire sensor measurements were acquired for each test run. An IWC was then calculated for each ice shaver run by averaging the hot-wire sensor output over a 1 minute period within each run. These IWC values from each run were then combined to develop an average IWC for each sensor.
A comparison of average IWC measurements from the Nevzorov and SEA TWC sensors is shown in Figure 23 for each ice shaver condition. In general, the data followed the expected trend of increased IWC with increasing shaver condition number. The IWC indicated by the reference and test Nevzorov TWC sensors appeared to agree within the limits of ice shaver variability shown in Figure 19. TWC measurements with the Nevzorov sensor in the test position were not available for ice shaver conditions 1 and 2.

Indicated IWC values plotted in Figure 23 are believed to be lower than the actual IWC, based on visual imagery from the HD video and high frame rate cameras. It is likely that the “bouncing” of ice particles and fragments, and the mass ejected from the TWC sensor cone could result in less impinging ice mass, and thereby lead to a lower indicated value of IWC. It is not possible to determine the validity of this statement because no “reference standard” ice measurement was available to compare against. Thus we did not know what the “true” IWC value should have been.

We tried to correlate HD video imagery with Nevzorov TWC power measurements, thinking we might be able to correlate a change in the measured power with the occurrence of pooling. Unfortunately, the time code on the HD video camera was slightly different from that of the data acquisition system. Given the high degree of variability in the measured TWC power signal (Figure 25), we were unable to make conclusive correlation with visual imagery.

In future tests of this nature we intend to broadcast a common time code to the camera systems, and to the data system. In addition, we would like to acquire data at a higher sampling rate to better compensate for the variability in the Nevzorov voltage, current, an power measurements.
It is well known that LWC sensors very significantly underestimate IWC in glaciated conditions. Figure 26 shows a plot of the ratio of Nevzorov LWC sensor IWC to TWC sensor IWC. These data were acquired from the Nevzorov probe located in the “reference” position at an airspeed of 67 mps, and were representative of the results obtained with the Nevzorov probe located in the “test” position. They are presented here to illustrate that hot-wire LWC probes do have a response to ice particles. This fact has been noted by other researchers such as Korolev, and Strapp. It is believed that this somewhat reduced response to ice particles is due to the heat removed from the sensor element as a result of ice particle collisions. High frame rate camera imagery from this test indicated that small pieces of residual ice remained on the sensing element surface, after an ice particle collision. This visual evidence would seem to support the current explanation for the hot-wire LWC response to ice particles.

The mean value of this ratio is denoted by the marker, while the error bars denote 1 standard deviation about the mean. The mean values of this ratio of TWC/LWC ranged from 0.19 to 0.23 for the conditions of this test. They are somewhat higher than the value of 0.11 estimated by Korolev, using Nevzorov probe flight data obtained in glaciated conditions at an airspeed of 100 mps. This variation in LWC/TWC ratio may be due to the difference in simulated versus natural ice particle characteristics, among other factors. Because the data set used to generate Figure 26 was somewhat limited due to time constraints, it would be desirable to obtain more data points at each ice shaver condition to verify these results.

### SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

- Three different hot-wire water content sensors were evaluated in a mixed phase icing environment, for the purpose of evaluating their response (measurement performance) to ice particles.
- Ice particles were observed to impact, break up, and bounce off the surface of the sensing elements of all the probes, whereupon they were swept away by the airflow. This was observed to occur whenever ice particles were present in the icing tunnel cloud.
- A preliminary visual analysis to quantify the effect of ice particle “bouncing” on indicated water content measurements was unsuccessful. We plan to investigate other methods for quantifying the effect of “bouncing”.
- An unexpected phenomenon, that we labeled “pooling”, was observed on the Nevzorov TWC sensor in 100% ice conditions. The phenomenon resulted in the “pooling” of partially melted ice in the cone of the TWC sensor, before it was eventually expelled into the airflow.
- “Pooling” occurred periodically on the Nevzorov TWC sensor throughout the test runs with 100% ice, and preliminary results suggest it may be occurring on the SEA TWC, but to a lesser degree. HD video imagery suggested that the occurrence of “pooling” may be related to the level of IWC. Additional testing at lower IWC levels is needed to have more confidence in the validity of this observation.
- Variation of Nevzorov TWC operating temperature did not seem to have a significant effect on the occurrence of “pooling”, but future tests at lower IWC levels are needed to better define the relationship between wire temperature and “pooling”.

The results presented in this paper are considered a preliminary effort to understand ice particle impact on hot-wire sensor response. It is recognized that additional, more detailed tests are needed to characterize and quantify the response of hot-wire probes to ice particles.
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